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Abstract

Fair division considers the allocation of scarce resources among agents in such a way that
every agent gets a fair share. It is a fundamental problem in society and has received significant
attention and rapid developments from the game theory and artificial intelligence communi-
ties in recent years. The majority of the fair division literature can be divided along at least
two orthogonal directions: goods versus chores, and divisible versus indivisible resources. In
this survey, besides describing the state of the art, we outline a number of interesting open
questions and future directions in three mixed fair division settings: (i) indivisible goods and
chores, (ii) divisible and indivisible goods (mixed goods), and (iii) indivisible goods with sub-
sidy which can be viewed like a divisible good.

1 Introduction

In fair division, we look to allocate resources fairly among agents with possibly heterogeneous
preferences over the resources. Fair division is a fundamental research topic in computational
social choice [Brandt et al., 2016; Endriss, 2017; Rothe, 2016]. It has a long and rich history dating
back to the work of Steinhaus [1948], and has attracted ongoing interest from mathematicians,
economists, and computer scientists in the past several decades [Amanatidis et al., 2023; Aziz,
2020; Brams and Taylor, 1996; Moulin, 2019; Nguyen and Rothe, 2023; Robertson and Webb, 1998;
Suksompong, 2021; Walsh, 2020]. Moreover, fair division methods have been deployed in prac-
tice [Budish et al., 2017] and made publicly available [Goldman and Procaccia, 2015; Han and Suksompong,
2024; Igarashi and Yokoyama, 2023; Shah, 2017]; see also the Adjusted Winner website1 and a Rent
Division Calculator2.

The vast majority of fair division literature can be divided along two orthogonal directions
according to:

• the (in)divisibility of the resources, and

• agents’ valuations over the resources.

Specifically, in the former case, the resource is either divisible or indivisible, and in the latter case,
the resource consists of either goods (positively valued) or chores (negatively valued). In many real-
world scenarios, however, the resources to be allocated may be a mixture of different types. Our

1https://pages.nyu.edu/adjustedwinner
2https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/science/rent-division-calculator.html
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first example demonstrates a mixture of (indivisible) goods and chores: when distributing house-
hold tasks, some family member may enjoy cooking while others may find it torturous. The next
example touches on a mixture of divisible and indivisible goods: when dividing up an estate or as-
sets in a divorce, we usually have divisible goods like money, as well as indivisible goods like
houses, cars, paintings, etc. It may also be that monetary compensation (a.k.a. subsidies) could
help circumvent unfair allocations of indivisible inheritances. Classic fairness notions or algorith-
mic methods that work well with a single type of resources may not fare well in the aforemen-
tioned scenarios concerning mixed types of resources.

In this survey, we discuss fair division with mixed types of resources, which has received
growing attention in recent years, and focus on three mixed fair division domains.

• Section 4 considers fair division of indivisible goods and chores, in which each agent may
have positive, zero, or negative valuation over each item.

• Section 5 focuses on fair division of mixed divisible and indivisible goods (mixed goods).

• Section 6 focuses on fair division of indivisible goods with subsidy.

Clearly, the first and second domains relax one of the two orthogonal directions mentioned
earlier. The second and third domains share some similarity in the sense that subsidy could be
viewed as a divisible good; the key difference lies in how they approach fairness. In Section 5, both
the divisible and indivisible goods are fixed in advance and we find approximately fair allocations.
In Section 6, we allocate indivisible goods but introduce some additional amount of money in order
to satisfy exact fairness.

This survey outlines new fairness notions and related theoretical results that are addressed in
the above mixed fair division settings as well as highlights a number of major open questions and
interesting directions for future research.

2 Preliminaries

For each k ∈ N, let [k] := {1, 2, . . . , k}. Denote by N = [n] the set of n agents to whom we allocate
some resource R, which may, e.g., consist of indivisible goods and chores (Section 2.2) or be a
mix of divisible and indivisible goods (Section 2.3). An allocation A = (A1, A2, . . . , An) assigns
bundle Ai to agent i ∈ N and Ai ∩ Aj = ∅ for all i 6= j; note that Ai can be empty. An allocation
is said to be complete if the entire resource is allocated, i.e.,

⋃
i∈N Ai = R, and partial otherwise.

Unless specified otherwise, we assume allocations considered in this survey are complete.

2.1 Cake Cutting

When resource R is heterogeneous and infinitely divisible, the corresponding problem is com-
monly known as cake cutting [Brams and Taylor, 1996; Lindner and Rothe, 2016; Procaccia, 2016;
Robertson and Webb, 1998]. We will use the terms “cake” and “divisible goods” interchangeably.
The cake, denoted by D, is represented by the normalized interval [0, 1]. A piece of cake is a union
of finitely many disjoint (closed) intervals. Each agent i ∈ N is endowed with an integrable density
function fi : [0, 1] → R≥0, capturing how the agent values each part of the cake. Given a piece of
cake S ⊆ [0, 1], agent i’s utility over S is defined as ui(S) :=

∫
S fi(x)dx. Denote by (D1, D2, . . . , Dn)

the allocation of cake D. In order to access agents’ density functions, the cake-cutting literature
usually adopts the Robertson-Webb (RW) query model [Robertson and Webb, 1998], which allows an
algorithm to interact with the agents via the following two types of queries:
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• EVALi(x, y) returns ui([x, y]);

• CUTi(x, α) asks agent i to return the leftmost point y such that ui([x, y]) = α, or state that no
such y exists.

Homogeneous Cake A homogeneous cake is a special case in which each density function fi takes
on some constant value. Put differently, every agent values all pieces of equal length the same.
Money, for example, can be viewed as a homogeneous cake that is valued the same by all agents.

2.2 Mixed Indivisible Goods and Chores

Discrete fair division, in which resource R consists of indivisible items, has received considerable
attention in the last two decades, especially for allocating goods; see, e.g., [Amanatidis et al., 2023;
Moulin, 2019; Nguyen and Rothe, 2023; Suksompong, 2021] for an overview of the most recent
developments.

We present here a general model where an agent may have a positive, zero, or negative utility
for each indivisible item. Specifically, denote by O = [m] the set of m indivisible items. An
(indivisible) bundle is a subset of O. Each agent i ∈ N is endowed with a utility function ui : 2O → R

such that ui(∅) = 0, capturing how the agent values each bundle of the items. For an item o ∈ O,
we will write ui(o) instead of ui({o}) for simplicity. A utility function u is said to be additive if
u(O′) = ∑o∈O′ u(o) for any O′ ⊆ O. Unless specified otherwise, we assume agents have additive
utilities in this survey. Let O = (O1, O2, . . . , On) denote the allocation of items O.

We say that an item o ∈ O is a good (resp., chore) for agent i if ui(o) ≥ 0 (resp., ui(o) ≤ 0),
and let Gi (resp., Ci) be the set of goods (resp., chores) for agent i. In other words, for each item,
agents have subjective opinions on whether the item is a good or a chore. An item is said to be an
objective good (resp., objective chore) if the item is a good (resp., chore) for all agents. The presented
model includes scenarios where all items are objective goods (resp., objective chores), which we
will specifically refer to as an indivisible-goods (resp., indivisible-chores) setting.

(Doubly-)Monotonic Utilities While we mostly focus on additive utilities, we will identify some
results that still hold with a larger class of utility functions. The utility function ui of agent i ∈ N
is said to be doubly-monotonic if agent i can partition the items as O = Gi ⊔ Ci such that for any
item o ∈ O and for any bundle O′ ⊆ O \ {o},

• ui(O
′ ∪ {o}) ≥ ui(O

′) if o ∈ Gi, and

• ui(O
′ ∪ {o}) ≤ ui(O

′) if o ∈ Ci.

In the indivisible-goods (resp., indivisible-chores) setting, all agents i ∈ N have monotonically
non-decreasing (resp., non-increasing) utility functions, that is, ui(S) ≤ ui(T) (resp., ui(S) ≥ ui(T))
for any bundles S ⊆ T ⊆ O.

2.3 Mixed Divisible and Indivisible Goods

We now introduce a fair division model with both divisible and indivisible goods (henceforth
mixed goods for short). In the mixed-goods setting, resource R consists of a cake D = [0, 1] and
a set of indivisible goods O = [m]. Each agent i ∈ N has a density function fi over the cake as
defined in Section 2.1 and an additive utility function ui over indivisible goods O. Denote by
A = (A1, A2, . . . , An) the allocation of mixed goods, where Ai = Di ∪ Oi is the bundle allocated
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to agent i. Agent i’s utility is defined as ui(Ai) := ui(Di) + ui(Oi). Further discussion about the
model, including the definitions of fairness notions and other extensions, is provided in Section 5.

3 Solution Concepts

Before introducing fairness concepts considered in this survey, we first define Pareto optimality,
an economic efficiency notion that is fundamental in the context of fair division.

Definition 3.1 (PO). Given an allocation A = (Ai)i∈N , another allocation A′ = (A′
i)i∈N is said

to be a Pareto improvement if ui(A′
i) ≥ ui(Ai) for all i ∈ N and uj(A′

j) > uj(Aj) for some j ∈

N. Alternatively, we say that A is Pareto dominated by A′. An allocation is said to satisfy Pareto
optimality (PO) if it does not admit a Pareto improvement.

In what follows, we first introduce comparison-based fairness notions (i.e., envy-freeness re-
laxations) in Section 3.1, followed by fair-share-based notions (e.g., proportionality and maximin
share guarantee) in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

3.1 (Approximate) Envy-Freeness

Envy-freeness—the epitome of fairness, as Procaccia [2020] put it—requires that every agent likes
her own bundle at least as much as the bundle given to any other agent.

Definition 3.2 (EF [Foley, 1967; Tinbergen, 1930; Varian, 1974]3). An allocation A = (A1, A2, . . . , An)
is said to satisfy envy-freeness (EF) if for any pair of agents i, j ∈ N, ui(Ai) ≥ ui(Aj).

In cake cutting, an envy-free cake division always exists [Su, 1999]. This can also be seen
from a result of Alon [1987]. A k-partition (D1, D2, . . . , Dk) of cake D is said to be perfect if each

agent i ∈ N values all pieces equally, that is, ui(Dj) =
ui(D)

k for all i ∈ N and j ∈ [k]. Alon [1987]
showed that a perfect partition of the cake always exists for any set of agents and any k ∈ N. It
implies that an envy-free allocation of cake always exists.

An envy-free allocation need not exist when allocating indivisible items. To circumvent this
issue, relaxations of envy-freeness have been proposed and studied.

Definition 3.3 (EF1 [Aziz et al., 2022; Budish, 2011; Lipton et al., 2004]). An allocation (O1, O2, . . . , On)
of indivisible items O is said to satisfy envy-freeness up to one item (EF1) if for every pair of agents i, j ∈
N, either

• there exists O′ ⊆ Oj with |O′| ≤ 1 such that ui(Oi) ≥ ui(Oj \ O′), or

• there exists O′ ⊆ Oi with |O′| ≤ 1 such that ui(Oi \ O′) ≥ ui(Oj).

Intuitively, EF1 requires that when agent i envies agent j, the envy can be eliminated by either
removing some good (in agent i’s view) from agent j’s bundle or removing some chore (again, in
agent i’s view) from agent i’s own bundle. We will introduce a stronger notion than EF1. Before
that, we first restrict ourselves to the indivisible-goods setting and strengthen EF1 in the following
sense: any envy should be eliminated even if we remove the least (positively) valued good from
the envied bundle.

3We refer the interested readers to the paper of Heilmann and Wintein [2021] for more discussion on the work of
Tinbergen [1930].
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Definition 3.4 (EFX0 and EFX for indivisible goods4 [Caragiannis et al., 2019; Plaut and Roughgarden,
2020]). An indivisible-goods allocation (O1, O2, . . . , On) is

• envy-free up to any good (EFX0) if for any pair of agents i, j ∈ N and any good g ∈ Oj,
ui(Oi) ≥ ui(Oj \ {g});

• envy-free up to any positively valued good (EFX) if for any pair of agents i, j ∈ N and any
good g ∈ Oj such that ui(g) > 0, we have ui(Oi) ≥ ui(Oj \ {g}).

EFX0 is a stronger variant than EFX, which in turn imposes a stronger requirement than EF1.
For indivisible goods, an EFX0 (and hence EFX) allocation always exists for three agents [Akrami et al.,
2023a; Chaudhury et al., 2024], but the existence problem for EFX remains open for four or more
agents. EFX0, however, does not fare well with PO [Plaut and Roughgarden, 2020]. We will see
such nuances and conflicts in Section 5 when introducing fairness notions in the mixed-goods
setting as well. With mixed indivisible goods and chores, we define EFX as follows.

Definition 3.5 (EFX and EFX0 for indivisible goods and chores [Aziz and Rey, 2020; Aziz et al.,
2022; Hosseini et al., 2023b]). An indivisible allocation (O1, O2, . . . , On) is

• envy-free up to any item (EFX0) if for any pair of agents i, j ∈ N:

– ui(Oi) ≥ ui(Oj \ {o}) for any o ∈ Gi ∩ Oj, and

– ui(Oi \ {o}) ≥ ui(Oj) for any o ∈ Ci ∩ Oi;

• envy-free up to any item with non-zero value (EFX) if for any pair of agents i, j ∈ N:

– ui(Oi) ≥ ui(Oj \ {o}) for any o ∈ Gi ∩ Oj such that ui(o) 6= 0, and

– ui(Oi \ {o}) ≥ ui(Oj) for any o ∈ Ci ∩ Oi such that ui(o) 6= 0.

The following example demonstrates EF1, EFX, EFX0 allocations.

Example 3.6. Consider an example with three agents and four items {o1, o2, o3, o4}. Agents’ valu-
ations are listed below:

o1 o2 o3 o4

u1 −1 −1 −2 −2
u2 1 1 2 2
u3 1 0 2 1

Let us consider the following three allocations:

Agent 1 Agent 2 Agent 3

Allocation A {o2, o3} {o1} {o4}
Allocation A′ {o1} {o2, o3} {o4}
Allocation A′′ {o1} {o3} {o2, o4}

4The nomenclature of EFX0 and EFX is adopted from Kyropoulou et al. [2020].
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Allocation A is EF1. It is not EFX, because, e.g., a2 still envies a1 when removing a2’s least
preferred good from A1, i.e., u2(A2) = 1 < 2 = u2(A1 \ {o2}).

Allocation A′ is EFX (and thus EF1). In particular, a3’s envy towards a2 can be eliminated by
removing a3’s least positively valued good o3 from A′

2, i.e., u3(A′
3) = 1 ≥ u3(A′

2 \ {o3}) = 0. It is
not EFX0 because o2 is a3’s least valued good in A′

2 but u3(A′
3) = 1 < 2 = u3(A′

2 \ {o2}).
Allocation A′′ is EFX0 (and hence EFX and EF1). This can be seen from the fact that

• a1 does not envy a2 or a3, nor is envied by any agent;

• a2’s envy towards a3 can be eliminated by removing a2’s least valuable good o2 from A′′
3 ;

• a3’s envy towards a2 can be eliminated by removing a3’s least valuable good o3 from A′′
2 .

We defer our discussion on relaxations of envy-freeness in the mixed-goods model to Sec-
tion 5.1. Note that Bei et al. [2021a] proposed a notion that naturally combines envy-freeness and
EF1 together and is guaranteed to be satisfiable.

Envy Graph The envy relations between the agents in an allocation are commonly captured by
the envy graph, in which the vertices correspond to the agents and there is a directed edge from
one agent to another if the former agent envies the latter [Lipton et al., 2004]. Variants of the envy
graph and additional techniques are introduced in many other papers [e.g., Amanatidis et al.,
2023; Bei et al., 2021a; Bhaskar et al., 2021; Halpern and Shah, 2019].

3.2 Proportionality

We now introduce fair-share-based notions. Our first fairness notion is proportionality, which re-
quires that each agent receives value at least 1/n of her value for the entire set of resource R. For
additive utilities, proportionality is weaker than envy-freeness.

Definition 3.7 (PROP [Steinhaus, 1948]). An allocation A = (Ai)i∈N is said to satisfy proportionality

(PROP) if for every agent i ∈ N, ui(Ai) ≥
ui(R)

n .

A proportional cake division always exists [Steinhaus, 1948]. This is not the case when allocat-
ing indivisible items. As a result, relaxations of proportionality have been studied. For instance,
PROP1 defined below requires that each agent receives her proportional share by either obtaining
an additional good (from other agents’ bundles) or removing some chore from her own bundle.

Definition 3.8 (PROP1 and PROPX [Aziz et al., 2020, 2022; Conitzer et al., 2017; Moulin, 2019]).
An allocation (Oi)i∈N of indivisible items O is said to satisfy

• proportionality up to one item (PROP1) if for each agent i ∈ N,

– ui(Oi) ≥
ui(O)

n ,

– ui(Oi ∪ {o}) ≥ ui(O)
n for some o ∈ O \ Oi, or

– ui(Oi \ {o}) ≥ ui(O)
n for some o ∈ Oi.

• proportionality up to any item (PROPX) if for each agent i ∈ N,

– ui(Oi \ {o}) ≥ ui(O)
n for all o ∈ Oi with ui(o) < 0, and

– ui(Oi ∪ {o}) ≥ ui(O)
n for all o ∈ O \ Oi with ui(o) > 0.
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It follows from the definitions that PROP =⇒ PROPX =⇒ PROP1. With mixed indivisible
goods and chores, EF1 implies PROP1 [Aziz et al., 2022]. With only indivisible goods, EFX and
PROPX are not comparable to each other. First, it can be seen from the following example that
PROPX does not imply EFX. Consider two agents, two indivisible goods, and both agents value
each good at 1. Allocating all goods to a single agent satisfies PROPX. The allocation, however,
is not EFX because the empty-handed agent envies the other agent even if any good is removed
from the latter agent’s bundle. Next, EFX does not imply PROPX either. This can be seen from the
fact that an EFX allocation always exists for three agents [Chaudhury et al., 2024], but there exist
three-agent instances in which PROPX allocations do not exist [Aziz et al., 2020; Moulin, 2019].
On the contrary, with only indivisible chores, EFX implies PROPX [Aziz et al., 2024a]. Moreover,
unlike the indivisible-goods setting, a PROPX indivisible-chores allocation always exist and can
be computed efficiently [Aziz et al., 2024a; Li et al., 2022; Moulin, 2019]. Below, we demonstrate
PROP, PROPX and PROP1 allocations.

Example 3.9. Consider the instance in Example 3.6. The proportional share of agent 1 (resp., 2
and 3) is −2 (resp., 2 and 4/3). Allocation (∅, {o1, o2, o4}, {o3}) is proportional. Allocation ({o2, o3}, {o1}, {o4})
is PROPX but not proportional:

• When removing agent 1’s most-valued chore o2 from her bundle, she reaches her propor-
tional share of −2.

• When adding agent 2’s least-valued good o2 /∈ A2 to her bundle, she reaches her propor-
tional share of 2.

• When adding agent 3’s least-valued and positively-valued good o1 /∈ A1, she reaches her
proportional share of 4/3.

Allocation ({o3, o4}, {o1}, {o2}) is PROP1 but not PROPX. Note that agent 3’s bundle does not
meet the PROPX criterion.

3.3 Maximin Share Guarantee

Finally, we introduce another well-known fair-share-based notion called the maximin share (MMS)
guarantee, and present below a unified definition working for mixed fair division settings. The
MMS guarantee is inspired by generalizing the divide-and-choose procedure which produces an
(almost) envy-free allocation with two agents [see, e.g., Budish, 2011].

Definition 3.10 (α-MMS [Bei et al., 2021b; Budish, 2011; Kulkarni et al., 2021a]). Given resource R,
let Πk(R) be the set of k-partitions of R. Define the k-maximin share of i ∈ N as

MMSi(k, R) = max
(P1,P2,...,Pk)∈Πk(R)

min
j∈[k]

ui(Pj).

The maximin share (MMS) of agent i is MMSi(n, R), which will be simply referred to as MMSi when
the context of parameters is clear. Every partition in arg max

(P1,P2,...,Pn)∈Πn(R)

min
j∈[n]

ui(Pj) is an MMS partition

for agent i.
An allocation A = (A1, A2, . . . , An) of resource R is said to satisfy the α-approximate maximin

share guarantee (α-MMS), for some α ∈ [0, 1], if for every i ∈ N,

ui(Ai) ≥ min

{
α · MMSi(n, R),

1

α
· MMSi(n, R)

}
.
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That is, α-MMS requires that ui(Ai) ≥ α · MMSi(n, R) when agent i has a non-negative maximin
share (i.e., MMSi(n, R) ≥ 0) and ui(Ai) ≥

1
α · MMSi(n, R) when the agent has a negative maximin

share (i.e., MMSi(n, R) < 0). When α = 1, we simply refer to it as the MMS guarantee.

We use the following example to demonstrate agents’ MMS values (and their corresponding
MMS partitions), as well as approximate-MMS allocations.

Example 3.11. Consider the instance in Example 3.6. Below, we list each agent’s maximin share
and their corresponding MMS partition:

• MMS1 = −2, and ({o1, o2}, {o3}, {o4}) is the MMS partition of agent 1;

• MMS2 = 2, and ({o1, o2}, {o3}, {o4}) is the MMS partition of agent 2;

• MMS3 = 1, and ({o1}, {o2, o3}, {o4}) is an MMS partition of agent 3.

Allocation A is 1
2 -MMS, because each agent gets a utility of at least one half of their own MMS

value:

• u1({o2, o3}) = −3 ≥ −4 = min
{

1
2 · (−2), 1

1/2 · (−2)
}

;

• u2({o1}) = 1 ≥ 1 = min
{

1
2 · 2, 1

1/2 · 2
}

;

• u3({o4}) = 1 ≥ 1
2 = min

{
1
2 · 1, 1

1/2 · 1
}

.

Similarly, it can be verified that both allocations A′ and A′′ satisfy the MMS guarantee.

If an α-MMS allocation is guaranteed to exist, an α-MMS and PO allocation always exists as
well, because an α-MMS allocation which does not admit a Pareto improvement is PO. In fact, for a
fair-share-based notion, a Pareto improvement preserves the fairness notion. Note, however, that
it is co-NP-complete to decide whether a given allocation is PO [Aziz et al., 2019; de Keijzer et al.,
2009].

As we have seen in Definition 3.10, the (approximate) MMS guarantee can be naturally defined
for settings involving indivisible goods and chores by letting R = O (Section 2.2) or mixed goods
by letting R = D ∪ O (Section 2.3). We will discuss in Sections 4.2 and 5.2 the recent results on
approximate MMS guarantee in respective settings.

4 Mixed Indivisible Goods and Chores

This section is concerned with the fair division setting with mixed indivisible goods and chores
described in Section 2.2. We will discuss approximate envy-free allocations in Section 4.1, followed
by discussions of MMS in Section 4.2.

4.1 Envy-freeness Relaxations

Chores might be viewed simply as “negative” goods. Ordinal methods for allocating goods can
then be used directly by simply ordering chores after goods. However, certain properties are
lost in such an approach. The fundamental problem is an asymmetry between goods and chores:
an absence of goods is the worst possible outcome, but an absence of chores is the best possible
outcome.

8



We observe this (breakdown in) duality, for example, when allocating goods in a round-robin
fashion. The round-robin algorithm works by arranging the agents in an arbitrary order, and let-
ting each agent in the order choose her favourite good from the remaining goods. With additive
utilities, this is guaranteed to return an EF1 allocation [Caragiannis et al., 2019]. The proof is sim-
ple. If Alice picks before Bob, then Alice can always pick a more valuable item to her than Bob
next picks. But if Alice picks after Bob, we ignore the first item that Bob picks, and now the item
that Alice picks is always more valuable to Alice than the next item picked by Bob. This argument
breaks when we have both goods and chores, and the allocation returned may not be EF1.

Example 4.1 (The round-robin algorithm does not satisfy EF1 [Aziz et al., 2022]). Consider the
following instance with two agents who have identical utilities over four items:

o1 o2 o3 o4

Alice, Bob: 2 −3 −3 −3

Assume without loss of generality that Alice chooses first and Bob next. Then, Alice gets the
positively valued good o1 and one chore (say, o3), whereas Bob gets the other two chores. As a
result, Bob remains envious even if one item is removed from the bundles of Alice and Bob.

We can, however, modify the round-robin algorithm to ensure the allocation returned is EF1 for
mixed indivisible goods and chores. At a high level, the double round-robin algorithm of Aziz et al.
[2022] applies the round-robin algorithm twice as follows: Agents first pick objective chores in a
round-robin fashion; we then reverse the picking order of the agents for the remaining items and let
the agents take turns to pick their favourite good. We now demonstrate the algorithm by applying
it to Example 4.1. First, we introduce one dummy chore o where both Alice and Bob value o at 0
so that the number of objective chores is a multiple of the number of agents. Next, Alice and Bob
pick those objective chores in a round-robin fashion—Alice picks first, followed by Bob. Suppose
the resulting partial allocation is ({o, o3}, {o2, o4}). Finally, we reverse the picking order, that is,
now, Bob picks first his favourite good from the remaining items and Alice next. The resulting
allocation is ({o, o3}, {o2, o4, o1}); one can verify that the allocation is EF1.

Theorem 4.2 (Aziz et al. [2022]). For additive utilities, the double round-robin algorithm returns an EF1
allocation in polynomial time.

In the indivisible-goods setting, another well-known method to compute an EF1 allocation
(for any number of agents with arbitrary monotonic utilities) is the envy-cycle elimination algo-
rithm of Lipton et al. [2004], which works by iteratively allocating a good to an agent who is not
envied by anyone else. We can always find such an agent by resolving envy cycles in the under-
lying envy graph of the partial allocation. As observed in the work of Bérczi et al. [2020] and
Bhaskar et al. [2021], however, a naive extension of the method to the indivisible-chores setting
(even with agents having additive utilities) could fail to find an EF1 allocation if envy cycles are
resolved in an arbitrary way, let alone for mixed indivisible goods and chores. Intuitively speaking,
this is because even if an agent gets a better bundle when we resolve an envy cycle, the bundle may
not contain a large enough chore whose removal eliminates the envy. Nevertheless, Bhaskar et al.
[2021] introduced a key insight that we can always resolve the top-trading envy cycle, in which each
agent only points to the agent she envies the most, and preserve EF1. Such an insight also works
for doubly-monotonic instances.

Theorem 4.3 (Bhaskar et al. [2021]). For doubly-monotonic utilities, the modified top-trading envy-cycle
elimination algorithm [Bhaskar et al., 2021, Algorithm 3] computes an EF1 allocation.
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Cousins et al. [2023] introduced the class of order-neutral submodular valuations, which relaxes
the assumption that each item must be classified as a good or a chore (like in the doubly-monotonic
utility function), but comes with a stronger restriction of submodularity. Further restricting the
possible marginal values to −1, 0, and c (a positive integer), Cousins et al. [2023] showed that a
leximin allocation can be computed efficiently.5 However, even with two agents, such an alloca-
tion may not be EF1. Bérczi et al. [2020] showed that with arbitrary utility functions, an algorithm
based on the envy graph will find an EF1 allocation for two agents and indivisible goods and
chores in polynomial time.

Open Question 1. For three (or more) agents and arbitrary utility functions, does there always
exist an EF1 allocation? This question remains open even if agents have identical utility functions.

What about additionally demanding Pareto optimality? The double round-robin and the mod-
ified top-trading envy-cycle elimination methods return allocations that are EF1 but may not
be PO. In the context of allocating goods alone and additive utilities, the maximum Nash welfare
(MNW) allocation satisfies both EF1 and PO [Caragiannis et al., 2019].6 The question regarding
whether an EF1 and PO allocation always exists for indivisible chores alone remains unresolved.
For two agents with additive utilities over mixed indivisible goods and chores, Aziz et al. [2022]
showed that an EF1 and PO allocation can always be found using a discrete version of the well-
known Adjusted Winner (AW) rule [Brams and Taylor, 1996]. A natural question is whether we
can extend this to three (or more) agents.

Open Question 2. With mixed goods and chores, for three (or more) agents and additive utilities,
does an EF1 and PO allocation always exist? (Recall that this question remains open even in the
indivisible-chores setting.)

If so, can we compute the allocation in polynomial time? (Note that it remains unknown
whether, in the indivisible-goods setting, an EF1 and PO allocation can be computed in polynomial
time.)

When weakening EF1 to PROP1, the existence and computation of a PROP1 and PO allocation
has been resolved by Aziz et al. [2020], even if agents have unequal entitlements.

Theorem 4.4 (Aziz et al. [2020]). For additive utilities over mixed indivisible goods and chores, there
exists a strongly polynomial-time algorithm that always computes a PROP1 and PO allocation.

So far, we have been only concerned with notions of individual fairness. Inspired by the con-
cept of group envy-freeness (GEF) [Berliant et al., 1992]—a generalization of envy-freeness for equal-
sized groups of agents,7 Aziz and Rey [2020] formalized relaxations of GEF for the case of mixed
indivisible goods and chores. We include their “up to one” relaxation here. An allocation (Oi)i∈N

of indivisible items O is said to satisfy GEF up to one item (GEF1) if for every non-empty groups
of agents S, T ⊆ N with |S| = |T| and every reallocation (Bi)i∈S of items

⋃
i∈T Oi among agents S,

there exists an item oi ∈ (Oi ∩ Ci)∪ (Bi ∩ Gi) for each i ∈ S such that (Bi \ {oi})i∈S does not Pareto
dominate (Oi \ {oi})i∈S. Aziz and Rey [2020] devised polynomial-time algorithms to compute a

5A leximin allocation is one that maximizes the minimum among the agents’ utilities; subject to this, it maximizes
the second smallest utility, and so on.

6With indivisible goods, an MNW allocation deals with the “drowning by zero” problem by first maximizing the
number of agents receiving positive utilities, and then maximizing the product of these positive utilities.

7An allocation (Ai)i∈N is said to satisfy group envy-freeness (GEF) if for every non-empty groups of agents S, T ⊆ N
with |S| = |T|, there is no reallocation (Bi)i∈S of resources

⋃
i∈T Ai among agents S such that for every i ∈ S, ui(Bi) ≥

ui(Ai), with one strict inequality.
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GEF1 allocation when agents have identical utilities, or when agents have ternary symmetric util-
ities of the form {−αi, 0, αi} for a given αi > 0.

What if we consider a stronger fairness property like EFX? With additive utilities, EFX alloca-
tions do not always exist. This can be seen from an instance with a mixture of objective goods and
chores and lexicographic preferences [Hosseini et al., 2023b].8 However, for special classes of indi-
visible goods and chores such as absolute identical utilities (i.e., for each item, the agents’ utilities
have identical magnitudes but may have different signs), ternary utilities of the form {α, 0,−β},
or separable lexicographic preferences (i.e., either chores are more important than goods or goods
than chores), there exist polynomial-time algorithms that always return an EFX and PO alloca-
tion [Aleksandrov and Walsh, 2020; Hosseini et al., 2023a]. With non-additive utilities, we refer
interested readers to the work of Bérczi et al. [2020] for various ways of defining EFX and their
(non-)existence results.

Open Question 3. Are there other natural subclasses of additive utilities over mixed indivisible
goods and chores that always admit an EFX allocation? Or even an EFX and PO allocation?

We remark that the question is of interest even if we only consider indivisible goods or chores.
It remains unknown whether there always exists an EFX allocation of indivisible goods (resp.,
chores) for at least four (resp., three) agents with additive valuations [Chaudhury et al., 2024;
Christoforidis and Santorinaios, 2024; Zhou and Wu, 2024].

4.2 MMS

Given Definition 3.10, the most natural and intriguing question is whether an MMS allocation
always exists. The seminal work of Kurokawa et al. [2018] showed that, with only indivisible
goods, an MMS allocation may not exist when there are at least three agents, but 2

3 -MMS can
always be satisfied. Since then, many subsequent works have been carried out on improving
the approximation ratio, designing simpler algorithms or giving simpler analyses, considering
more general valuations, studying the indivisible-chores setting, etc. We refer interested readers
to Section 5 of Amanatidis et al. [2023] and Section 7.1 of Guo et al. [2023] for a detailed account
of recent developments on computing approximate-MMS allocations in the indivisible-goods and
indivisible-chores settings, respectively.

In what follows, we mainly focus on the developments in the setting where we allocate mixed
indivisible goods and chores. We start by discussing about the computation of agents’ MMS val-
ues. It is well-known that an agent’s maximin share is NP-hard to compute, even with only indi-
visible goods [see, e.g., Kurokawa et al., 2018]. Nevertheless, with indivisible goods, there exists a
polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) to approximate each agent’s maximin share [Woeginger,
1997]. To be more precise, given a constant ε > 0, we can compute in polynomial time a parti-
tion (Pi)i∈[n] of the set of indivisible goods R for agent i such that

min
j∈[n]

ui(Pj) ≥ (1 − ε) · MMSi(n, R).

Furthermore, there exist polynomial-time approximation schemes to approximate an agent’s max-
imin share when allocating indivisible chores [e.g., Jansen et al., 2020], or mixed divisible and in-
divisible goods [Bei et al., 2021b].

8Let L be set of all (strict and complete) linear orders over items O. Denote by ⊲ := (⊲1,⊲2, . . . ,⊲n) the importance
profile that specifies for each agent i ∈ N an importance ordering ⊲i ∈ L over O. Given any two non-identical bundles X
and Y, let z ∈ (X \ Y) ∪ (Y \ X) be the most important item according to ⊲i. Lexicographic preferences say that agent i
prefers bundle X over bundle Y if either z ∈ X ∩ Gi or z ∈ Y ∩ Ci. Lexicographic preferences can be seen a special case
of additive utilities in which the magnitude of utilities grow exponentially in the importance ordering.
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With mixed indivisible goods and chores, however, computing an approximate MMS value
is more challenging. Kulkarni et al. [2021a] showed that it is NP-hard to approximate an agent’s
MMS value up to any approximation factor in (0, 1]. Intuitively speaking, the bottleneck is that
the absolute value of MMS can be arbitrarily small (or, in other words, an MMS value can be
arbitrarily close to 0). Kulkarni et al. [2021b] later gave a PTAS to compute an agent’s MMS value
when its absolute value is at least 1/p times either the total value of all the goods or total cost of
all the chores, for some constant p greater than 1.

We now discuss to what extent we can compute an approximate-MMS allocation. Note that
in both indivisible-goods and indivisible-chores settings, a constant approximation exists.9 In
contrast, with mixed indivisible goods and chores, for any fixed α ∈ (0, 1], an α-MMS allocation
may not exist [Kulkarni et al., 2021a]. And since the problem of finding an α-MMS allocation is
NP-hard for any α ∈ (0, 1], Kulkarni et al. [2021a] approached the problem by designing compu-
tationally efficient algorithms, which, given a mixed-item fair division instance and α, ε ∈ (0, 1],
can compute an (α − ε)-MMS allocation (in addition to being approximately PO) of the given
instance, or report that no α-MMS allocation exists for the instance. Note that their algorithms
hinge upon certain conditions regarding the instances and thus only work for a subclass of in-
stances satisfying the specified conditions. More specifically, for the special case of a constant
number of agents where the total value of goods is some factor away of the total absolute value
of chores, Kulkarni et al. [2021a] gave a PTAS to find an (α − ε)-MMS and γ-PO allocation when
given ε, γ > 0, for the highest possible α ∈ (0, 1]. Along the way, they developed a novel approach
of using an LP-rounding through envy-cycle elimination as a tool to ensure PO with α-MMS.

The aforementioned works motivate the study of computing (approximate-)MMS (and possi-
bly with PO) allocations if agents’ preferences are more restricted. To this end, given lexicographic
preferences over mixed indivisible goods and chores, an MMS and PO allocation always exists and
can be computed in polynomial time [Hosseini et al., 2023a,b].

4.3 Further Work

Starting with the work of Bogomolnaia et al. [2017], a line of research has addressed the fair alloca-
tion of mixed homogeneous divisible goods and chores [Chaudhury et al., 2023; Garg and McGlaughlin,
2020; Garg et al., 2021], focusing on a central solution concept in economics of competitive equilib-
rium [Arrow and Debreu, 1954]. Segal-Halevi [2018] considered the fair division of a heterogeneous
divisible resource that contains both good parts and bad parts, and proved that a connected envy-
free division of the resource always exists for three agents.

Such divisible allocations of goods and chores might be adapted into randomized algorithms
for indivisible goods and chores. This then naturally suggests another interesting direction for
future study: algorithm design for mixed indivisible goods and chores with good ex-ante and ex-
post properties. Such a “best-of-both-worlds” perspective has recently been receiving attention
when allocating indivisible goods [Akrami et al., 2023b, 2024; Aziz et al., 2023a,b; Babaioff et al.,
2022; Feldman et al., 2024; Hoefer et al., 2023] and in collective choice contexts [Aziz et al., 2023d,
2024b; Suzuki and Vollen, 2024].

Open Question 4. Can we obtain a randomized allocation of mixed indivisible goods and chores

9The state-of-the-art approximation ratio is 3
4 + 3

3836 for goods due to Akrami and Garg [2024] and 11
13 for chores due

to Huang and Segal-Halevi [2023]. We remark that the factor of 11
13 , instead of 13

11 in [Huang and Segal-Halevi, 2023], is
due to the fact that we assume agents have non-positive values for chores while Huang and Segal-Halevi [2023] (and
almost all of the works on approximate-MMS allocations of indivisible chores) assume (non-negative) cost functions for
the agents.
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which has good (exact) fairness ex ante from which we can construct integral allocations with
good (approximate) fairness ex post?

We conclude this section by pointing out studies which generalize the mixed indivisible goods
and chores setting. For instance, Caragiannis and Narang [2024] studied a repeated matching
setting where a set of items is matched to the same set of agents repeatedly over multiple rounds.
In their model, each agent gets exactly one item per round, and her value for the item depends on
how many times she has matched to the item in the previous rounds and can be positive, zero or
negative. Among other results, Caragiannis and Narang [2024] showed that with mixed items, a
matching that is envy-free up to one swap exists for identical agents and in several other special cases
if agents have heterogeneous valuations. In this survey, we assume that agents have preferences
over the items, but not the other way around. Igarashi et al. [2023] studied a fair division setting
with two-sided preferences [see also Freeman et al., 2021a], that is, additionally, the items also have
preferences over the agents. They focused on guaranteeing EF1 for the agents together with a
stability condition for both sides. Some of their results allow the utilities to be either positive or
negative. Again, we assume in this survey that agents only derive utilities from their own received
items. Other work (such as Aziz et al., 2023e; Brânzei et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015; Seddighin et al.,
2021) have considered fair division with externalities in which each agent also receives (positive or
negative) utilities from items that are assigned to other agents.

5 Mixed Divisible and Indivisible Goods

This section is concerned with the fair division setting with mixed divisible and indivisible goods
described in Section 2.3. We will first focus on how to obtain approximate envy-free allocations in
Section 5.1 and next turn our attention to allocations guaranteeing agents their fair share (depend-
ing on how we define it) in Section 5.2.

5.1 Envy-freeness Relaxations

When allocating mixed goods, Bei et al. [2021a] proposed the following fairness concept called
envy-freeness for mixed goods that naturally generalizes envy-freeness and EF1 to the mixed-goods
model and is guaranteed to exist.

Definition 5.1 (EFM0 [Bei et al., 2021a, Definition 2.3]). An allocation A = (Ai)i∈N of mixed
goods R = D ∪O is said to satisfy envy-freeness for mixed goods (EFM0) if for any pair of agents i, j ∈
N,

• if agent j’s bundle Aj consists of only indivisible goods, there exists some good g ∈ Aj such
that ui(Ai) ≥ ui(Aj \ {g});

• otherwise, ui(Ai) ≥ ui(Aj).

At a high level, EFM0 requires that an agent is envy-free towards any agent whose bundle con-
tains a positive amount of divisible resources and EF1 towards the rest. It can be verified that with
only divisible (resp., indivisible) goods, EFM0 reduces to envy-freeness (resp., EF1). Moreover, an
EFM0 allocation of mixed goods always exists.

Theorem 5.2 (Bei et al. [2021a]). An EFM0 allocation of mixed goods always exists for any number of
agents and can be found in polynomial time with polynomially many Robertson-Webb queries and calls to
an oracle which could return a perfect partition of a cake.
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The high-level algorithmic idea to compute an EFM0 allocation is as follows:

• We start with an EF1 allocation of the indivisible items. The partial allocation is therefore
EFM0. (The EFM0 property will be an invariant of the algorithm.)

• Next, we construct an envy graph (N, Eenvy ∪ Eeq) for the partial allocation, where each
vertex in the envy graph corresponds to an agent, and Eenvy and Eeq consist of the following
two types of edges, respectively:

– Envy edge: if ui(Ai) < ui(Aj), we establish an envy edge from i to j, i.e., i
ENVY
−−−→ j;

– Equality edge: if ui(Ai) = ui(Aj), we establish an equality edge from i to j, i.e., i
EQ
−→ j.

A cycle in an envy graph is called an envy cycle if it contains at least one envy edge. Given
an envy graph, a non-empty subset of agents S ∈ N forms an addable set if

– there is no envy edge between any pair of agents in S;

– there is no edge from any agent in N \ S to any agent in S.

• Then, we identify a maximal addable set among whom we divide some divisible resources
using a perfect allocation—we ensure that the EFM0 property is still preserved. Along the
way, in order to identify an addable set, we may need to rotate bundles of the agents in-
volved in an envy cycle. This step is repeated until we allocate all divisible resources.

A challenge is that the perfect allocation cannot be implemented with a finite number of
queries in the RW query model, even if there are only two agents [Robertson and Webb, 1998].
Therefore, the algorithm in Theorem 5.2 does not run in polynomial time. Nevertheless, an EFM0

(and hence EFM) allocation can be computed efficiently for two agents with general additive val-
uations and for n agents with piecewise linear density functions over the cake [Bei et al., 2021a].

Open Question 5. Does there exist a bounded or even finite protocol in the RW query model to
compute an EFM allocation?

Despite the strong fairness guarantee provided by EFM0, the notion is incompatible with PO
[Bei et al., 2021a, Example 6.3]. The counter-example hinges on the fact that in an EFM0 allo-
cation, agent i should not envy agent j if agent j’s bundle contains any positive amount of the
cake, although agent i may value the piece of cake at zero. In the original paper of Bei et al.
[2021a], the fairness criterion is simply called EFM; we rename it by following the nomenclature
of Kyropoulou et al. [2020] for EFX0 and EFX (cf. Footnote 4). We let EFM be the shorthand for a
more natural variant defined below.

Definition 5.3 (EFM [Bei et al., 2021a, Definition 6.4]). An allocation A = (Ai)i∈N of mixed goods R =
D ∪ O is said to satisfy weak envy-freeness for mixed goods (EFM) if for any pair of agents i, j ∈ N,

• if agent j’s bundle consists of indivisible goods with either no divisible good or divisible
good that yields value zero to agent i (i.e., ui(Dj) = 0), there exists an indivisible good g ∈ Aj

such that ui(Ai) ≥ ui(Aj \ {g});

• otherwise, ui(Ai) ≥ ui(Aj).
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A strengthening of EFM0 is to incorporate the idea of being EFX0 when comparing to a bundle
with only indivisible goods [see, e.g., Bei et al., 2021a; Nishimura and Sumita, 2023].10 An alloca-
tion A = (Ai)i∈N of mixed goods R = D ∪ O is said to satisfy envy-freeness up to any good for mixed
goods (EFXM) if for any pair of agents i, j ∈ N,

• if agent j’s bundle consists of only indivisible goods, ui(Ai) ≥ ui(Aj \ {g}) for any (indivisi-
ble) good g ∈ Aj;

• otherwise, ui(Ai) ≥ ui(Aj).

It follows from the definitions that EF =⇒ EFXM =⇒ EFM0 =⇒ EFM. Given any mixed-
goods instance, if an EFX0 allocation of indivisible goods exists, we can start with this EFX0 alloca-
tion, apply the rest of the above EFM0 algorithmic framework, and eventually compute an EFXM
allocation of the mixed-goods instance. We demonstrate EFXM, EFM0 and EFM allocations below.

Example 5.4. Consider a mixed-good instance with three indivisible goods {g1, g2, g3}, one ho-
mogeneous divisible good D, two agents and their valuations as follows:

g1 g2 g3 D

u1 2 1 1 0
u2 2 1 1 1

Let us consider the following three allocations:

Agent 1 Agent 2

Allocation A {g1, g2} {g3, D}
Allocation A′ {g3, D} {g1, g2}
Allocation A′′ {g3} {g1, g2, D}

Allocation A is EFXM (but not envy-free), because a2 envies a1, but the envy can be eliminated
by removing a1’s least valued good (i.e., good g2) from a2’s bundle.

Allocation A′ is EFM0 (but not EFXM), because

• u1({g3, D}) = 1 ≥ u1({g1, g2} \ {g1}) (showing EFM0);

• u1({g3, D}) = 1 < 2 = u1({g1, g2} \ {g2}) (failing EFXM).

Allocation A′′ is not EFM0, because a2’s bundle contains divisible good D, yet still a1 envies a2.
The allocation, however, is EFM. As a1 values the divisible good at 0, according to Definition 5.3,
we only need to examine whether a1’s envy towards a2 can be eliminated by removing an indivisi-
ble good from a2’s bundle. And indeed this is the case since u1({g3}) = 1 = u1({g1, g2, D} \ {g1}).

We introduce here the two variants, EFM0 and EFM, as both notions have their own merits.
On the one hand, EFM0 is conceptually easier to be strengthened or extended when considering
more general settings, e.g., with non-additive utilities,11 and any existence result of EFM0 may still
be carried over to EFM (if well-defined). On the other hand, EFM precludes the counter-intuitive

10The notion can also be refined by using the EFX criterion (Definition 3.4). For the purpose of this survey, we do not
explicitly give its definition here.

11With indivisible items, Bérczi et al. [2020] already discussed several ways to extend EFX when agents have non-
additive utilities.
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incompatibility with PO [Bei et al., 2021a, Example 6.3]. EFM is incompatible with fractional Pareto
optimality (fPO) [Bei et al., 2021a].12 The compatibility between EFM and PO is still open.

Open Question 6. Are EFM and PO compatible?

Despite providing strong compatibility between PO and (approximate) envy-freeness, the max-
imum Nash welfare (MNW) allocation fails to guarantee a PO and EFM allocation given mixed
goods [Bei et al., 2021a]. Nevertheless, Nishimura and Sumita [2023] provided a formal proof
showing that an MNW allocation for mixed goods is PO and envy-free up to one indivisible good
for mixed goods (EF1M) [Caragiannis et al., 2019], which is based on the idea of removing an indi-
visible good from an envied bundle to eliminate envy and is weaker than EFM. When restricting
agents’ utilities to binary and linear, an MNW allocation is PO and EFXM [Nishimura and Sumita,
2023].

Bertsimas et al. [2011] and Caragiannis et al. [2012] introduced independently the concept of
price of fairness for quantifying the efficiency loss due to fairness requirements. Taking EFM0 as
an example, the price of EFM0 is the worst-case ratio between the total utility under an (uncon-
strained) optimal allocation, and the total utility under an optimal EFM0 allocation. Since then,
a series of follow-up research has provided tight (for two agents) or asymptotically tight (for n
agents) bounds on the price of approximate-EF notions (like EF1, EFX0, EFM0 and EFXM) when
agents have scaled (alternatively, normalized) or unscaled utilities [Barman et al., 2020; Bei et al.,
2021c; Bu et al., 2023a; Li et al., 2024b]. Other questions concerning simultaneously fairness and
economic efficiency, for example, maximizing social welfare within fair allocations [Aziz et al.,
2023c; Bei et al., 2012; Bu et al., 2023a; Cohler et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2023], are equally relevant and
worthy of exploration in mixed fair division settings.

While Theorem 5.2 was presented in the context of additive utilities, neither the algorithm of
Bei et al. [2021a] nor its analysis hinges on the assumption of the utilities over indivisible goods
being additive. As a matter of fact, EFM0 (and hence EFM) can still always be satisfied even
if agents have monotonic utilities over the indivisible goods, as long as (i) agents’ utilities over
the divisible goods are additive and (ii) agents’ utilities across divisible and indivisible goods are
additive. Below, we give two examples showing that if either condition (i) or (ii) is violated, an
EFM allocation may not exist. Given an interval [a, b], denote its length as len([a, b]) = b − a.
Let D̂ be a piece of cake consisting of a set of intervals ID̂. Then, len(D̂) = ∑I∈ID̂

len(I) is the

length of the piece of cake D̂. Let ε be an arbitrarily small positive number.

Example 5.5. This example will show that an EFM allocation may not exist if agents’ utilities
over divisible goods are not additive. Consider two agents dividing an indivisible good g and a
divisible good D = [0, 1]. Both agents have identical utility function u, where u(g) = 1 and

u(D̂) =





1 + ε if 1
2 + ε ≤ len(D̂);

ε
2 if 0 < len(D̂) < 1

2 + ε;

0 if len(D̂) = 0.

We have u({g} ∪ D̂) = u(g) + u(D̂), i.e., agents’ utilities across divisible and indivisible goods are
additive. Assume without loss of generality that agent 1 gets good g. We distinguish the following
two cases and show that in either case, the allocation is not EFM.

12An allocation is said to satisfy fPO if it is not Pareto dominated by any fractional allocation, in which an agent may
receive a fractional share of an indivisible good [Barman et al., 2018].
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• len(D2) ≥
1
2 + ε: Agent 2 has divisible good that is positively valued by agent 1; however,

because u({g} ∪ D1) ≤ 1 + ε
2 < 1 + ε = u(D2), agent 1 envies agent 2.

• len(D2) <
1
2 + ε: Agent 1 has divisible good that is positively valued by agent 2; however,

because u(D2) ≤
ε
2 < 1 ≤ u({g} ∪ D1), agent 2 envies agent 1.

Example 5.6. This example will show that an EFM allocation may not exist if agents’ utilities across
divisible and indivisible goods are not additive. Consider two agents dividing an indivisible
good g and a homogeneous divisible good D = [0, 1]. They have identical utility function u
where u(g) = 1

2 − ε, u(D̂) = len(D̂), and

u({g} ∪ D̂) =

{
u(g) + u(D̂) if len(D̂) ≥ 1

2 ;

max{u(g), u(D̂)} if 0 ≤ len(D̂) < 1
2 .

Assume without loss of generality that agent 1 gets good g. We distinguish the following two
cases and show that in neither case, the allocation is EFM.

• len(D2) > 1
2 : Agent 2 has divisible good that is positively valued by agent 1; however,

because u({g} ∪ D1) = max{u(g), u(D1)} <
1
2 < u(D2), agent 1 envies agent 2.

• len(D2) ≤ 1
2 : Agent 1 has divisible good that is positively valued by agent 2; however,

because u(D2) ≤
1
2 < 1 − ε ≤ u({g} ∪ D1), agent 2 envies agent 1.

Bhaskar et al. [2021] studied an extension of the mixed-goods model as follows. In their mixed-
resources model, the resource R consists of a set O = [m] of indivisible items as defined in Section 2.2
and a divisible resource [0, 1] which is either an objective divisible good (i.e., ∀ i ∈ N, fi : [0, 1] →
R≥0) or an objective divisible chore (i.e., ∀ i ∈ N, fi : [0, 1] → R≤0), referred to as a “bad cake”
by Bhaskar et al. [2021]. An allocation of the mixed resources and agents’ utilities in the allocation
are defined the same way as in Section 2.3. Bhaskar et al. extended the formulation of EFM as
follows.

Definition 5.7 (EFM for mixed resources [Bhaskar et al., 2021]). In the mixed-resources model, an
allocation A = (A1, A2, . . . , An) is said to satisfy envy-freeness for mixed resources (EFM) if for any
pair of i, j ∈ N, either i does not envy j, that is, ui(Ai) ≥ ui(Aj), or all of the following hold:

• ui(Di) ≥ 0, i.e., i does not have any bad cake,

• ui(Dj) ≤ 0, i.e., j does not have any cake, and

• ∃ o ∈ Oi ∪ Oj such that ui(Ai \ {o}) ≥ ui(Aj \ {o}).

Theorem 5.8 (Bhaskar et al. [2021]). An EFM allocation always exists when allocating mixed resources
consisting of doubly-monotonic indivisible items and a divisible chore.

The algorithmic framework introduced earlier to obtain an EFM0 allocation does not seem to
work when allocating indivisible chores and a cake [Bhaskar et al., 2021]. In special cases where
agents have identical rankings of the indivisible chores or m ≤ n + 1, Bhaskar et al. [2021] proved
the existence of an EFM allocation.

Open Question 7. Does there always exist an EFM allocation when allocating indivisible chores
and a cake?
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An affirmative answer to the above question may pave the way for solving the existence of
EFM in a more general setting where resource R consists of divisible and indivisible items, and
each item, either divisible or indivisible, may be a good to some agents but a chore for others.

As valuations are elicited from the agents, the power and limitations of truthful mechanisms
in addition to being fair have been explored in a variety of resource allocation scenarios [see, e.g.,
Bei et al., 2024; Bogomolnaia and Moulin, 2004; Brandl et al., 2021; Freeman and Schmidt-Kraepelin,
2024; Freeman et al., 2021b; Friedman et al., 2019; Li et al., 2015; Viswanathan and Zick, 2023]. Truth-
fulness (or strategyproofness) requires that it should be in every agent’s best interest to report her
true underlying preferences to the mechanism.

For instance, in cake cutting, Chen et al. [2013] designed a truthful envy-free mechanism for
agents with piecewise-uniform valuations when assuming free disposal, which means that the
mechanism is allowed to throw away part of the resources at no cost. Bei et al. [2020] then re-
moved the free disposal assumption and exhibited truthful envy-free cake cutting mechanisms for
two agents with piecewise-uniform valuations as well as for multiple agents with more restricted
classes of valuations. Bu et al. [2023b] later showed that for piecewise-constant valuations, there
does not exist a truthful proportional cake cutting mechanism.

Moving to indivisible-goods setting, truthfulness and EF1 are incompatible for two agents
with additive valuations [Amanatidis et al., 2017]. Nevertheless, for binary additive valuations,
Halpern et al. [2020] showed the MNW rule with lexicographic tie-breaking is EF1, PO and group
strategyproof (no coalition of agents can misreport their preferences in a way that they all benefit).
Concurrently and independently, for binary submodular (also known as matroid-rank) valuations,
i.e., valuations are submodular functions with binary marginals, Babaioff et al. [2021] designed
a mechanism that is truthful and returns an EF1 and PO allocation. Their mechanism was then
proved to be group strategyproof by Barman and Verma [2022]. Those results have also been
generalized to the setting where agents have unequal entitlements [Suksompong and Teh, 2022,
2023].

Regarding a mixture of both divisible and indivisible goods, Li et al. [2023] modelled the mixed
goods as a set of indivisible goods together with a set of homogeneous divisible goods. While truth-
fulness and EFM are incompatible even if there are only two agents having additive utilities over
a single indivisible good and a single divisible good, they designed truthful and EFM mechanisms
in several special cases where the expressiveness of agents’ utilities are further restricted.

Open Question 8. An intriguing open question is to show the (in)compatibility between truthful-
ness and EFM when agents have binary additive utilities over an arbitrary number of indivisible
goods and an arbitrary number of divisible goods.

We remark that as an EF1M allocation of mixed goods can be obtained by combining an EF1
allocation for the indivisible goods and an envy-free allocation for the divisible goods, a truthful
EF1M mechanism can be obtained by combining a truthful EF1 mechanism (for indivisible goods)
and a truthful envy-free mechanism (for divisible goods).

5.2 MMS and PROP-α

We have seen that the MMS guarantee has been extensively studied for indivisible items, and the
notion is well-defined in the mixed-goods model, to which Bei et al. [2021b] extended the study of
(approximate) MMS guarantee.

Given a mixed-goods instance, let the MMS approximation guarantee of the instance denote the
maximum value of α such that the instance admits an α-MMS allocation. Bei et al. [2021b] showed
that the worst-case MMS approximation guarantee across all mixed-goods instances is the same as
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that across all indivisible-goods instances. It is not surprising as the non-existence of an MMS allo-
cation only arises when the resources to be allocated become indivisible. This intuition, however,
no longer holds for some specific instances. There exists some instance to which a small amount
of divisible goods is added; the MMS approximation guarantee of the new instance strictly de-
creases.

Concerning the existence and computation of approximate MMS allocations, Bei et al. [2021b]
devised an algorithm that always produces an α-MMS allocation, where α monotonically increases
in terms of the ratio between agents’ values for the entire divisible goods and their own maximin
share.

Theorem 5.9 (Bei et al. [2021b]). Given any mixed-goods instance, an α-MMS allocation always exists,
where

α = min

{
1,

1

2
+ min

i∈N

{
ui(D)

2(n − 1) · MMSi

}}
.

And even though Bei et al. [2021b] discussed an approach to improve the approximation guar-
antee of their algorithm and can match the state-of-the-art approximation ratio of 3

4 + 3
3836 for

indivisible goods due to Akrami and Garg [2024], improving the ratio further is an interesting
future work.

They also discussed how to convert the algorithm into a polynomial-time algorithm at the
cost of a small loss in the MMS approximation ratio. This is achieved by plugging in agents’
approximate MMS values. To be more specific, by using the PTAS of Woeginger [1997], Bei et al.
[2021b] designed a new PTAS that, given a constant ε > 0, can compute a partition (Pi)i∈[n] of
mixed goods R for agent i in polynomial time, such that

min
j∈[n]

ui(Pj) ≥ (1 − ε) · MMSi(n, R).

Recently, Li et al. [2024a] introduced another share-based fairness notion called proportionality
up to α-fraction of one good (PROP-α), which generalizes proportionality and PROP1 to the mixed-
good setting. The core idea behind PROP-α is to refine PROP1 by quantifying the contribution of
divisible goods to achieving fairness. Following this high-level idea, PROP-α directly strengthens
the “up to one” relaxation to the “up to a fraction”, where the specific fraction depends on the
proportion of indivisible goods relative to all goods. Intuitively, an agent may desire fairer allo-
cations when share of divisible goods is more valuable. The formal definition of PROP-α can be
found as follows.

Definition 5.10 (PROP-α [Li et al., 2024a]). An allocation (Ai)i∈N of mixed goods R = D ∪ O is
said to satisfy proportionality up to α-fraction of one good (PROP-α) if for any agent i ∈ N, there exists

an indivisible good g ∈ O \ Ai such that ui(Ai) + αi · ui(g) ≥ ui(R)
n , where the indivisibility ratio αi

for agent i is defined as αi := ui(O)
ui(R) .

We can see from the above definition that the indivisibility ratio of an agent is smaller if she
has a higher utility for the divisible goods. This, in turn, implies that she is more likely to receive
an allocation closer to proportionality. One can also easily verify that PROP-α reduces to propor-
tionality (resp., PROP1) if the resource consists of only divisible goods (resp., indivisible goods).
Furthermore, a PROP-α allocation can be efficiently computed, and a PROP-α and PO allocation
always exists.

Theorem 5.11 (Li et al. [2024a]). Given any mixed-goods instance, a PROP-α allocation can be computed
in polynomial time with polynomially many Robertson-Webb queries, and a PROP-α and PO allocation
always exists via the maximum Nash welfare allocation.
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Li et al. [2024a] also explored the tight connection between EFM (Definition 5.3) and PROP-α
(Definition 5.10): EFM =⇒ PROP-α. Specifically, they showed that an EFM allocation is PROP-α,
but for any ǫ > 0, an EFM allocation may not be PROP-(1 − ǫ)α. Here, PROP-(1 − ǫ)α is defined
similarly to Definition 5.10, except that α-fraction of one good is replaced with (1 − ǫ)α-fraction of
one good. We remark that although PROP-α is a weaker fairness notion than EFM, it offers sev-
eral advantages. First, an allocation satisfying PROP-α can be efficiently found, while efficiently
computing an EFM allocation remains an open question (see Open Question 5). Second, PROP-α
is compatible with PO, while it is an open question that whether EFM and PO are compatible (see
Open Question 6).

To conclude, the mixed-goods (or mixed-resources) model is rich and opens up new research
directions that deserve further studies. For instance, going beyond EFM and MMS, can we define
and study other meaningful fairness notions in the mixed-goods (or resources) model? To this
end, Kawase et al. [2024b] studied fair mixed-goods allocations whose utility vectors minimize a
symmetric strictly convex function. In a different direction, Bei et al. [2023] further extended the
mixed-goods model by letting agents have their own subjective divisibility over the goods. That is,
some agents may find a good to be indivisible and get utilities only if they receive the whole good,
while other agents consider the same good as divisible and accumulate utilities in proportion to
the fraction of the good they receive.

6 Indivisible Goods with Subsidy

In this section, we discuss how to allocate indivisible goods fairly through monetary compen-
sation. As money can be thought of as a homogeneous divisible good, this setting fits into the
framework of mixed-goods setting studied in Section 5. The key difference in this section is that
we consider money as a tool to achieve envy-freeness rather than an exogenously given resource
to be divided fairly.

As envy-freeness—the quintessential notion of fairness in fair division—cannot be guaranteed
when the goods are indivisible, many economists have attempted to circumvent this issue by in-
troducing monetary compensation [Klijn, 2000; Maskin, 1987]. However, earlier works in this line
of research have mainly focused on the unit demand setting, wherein each agent is only interested
in at most one good. The setting of arbitrary number of goods under general additive valuations
was considered only recently by Halpern and Shah [2019].

Let us first discuss what it means to be fair in the presence of monetary compensations (also
called subsidy payments). We write p = (p1, p2, . . . , pn) ∈ R

n
≥0 as the vector of subsidy payments

given to each agent, where pi denotes the subsidy payment given to agent i. The notion of envy-
freeness with subsidy payment is defined as follows:

Definition 6.1. An allocation with payments (O, p) is envy-free if for any pair of agents i, j ∈ N,
ui(Oi) + pi ≥ ui(Oj) + pj.

In other words, an allocation with payments is envy-free if every agent prefers their own bun-
dle plus payment to the bundle plus payment of any other agent.

It is important to note that not all allocations can be made envy-free by introducing payments.
For example, consider an instance with two agents 1 and 2, a single good g, and u1(g) > u2(g).
If the good is allocated to agent 2, then no subsidy payments (p1, p2) exist so that the resulting
allocation with payments is envy-free. An allocation that can be made envy-free by introducing
payments is called envy-freeable. Halpern and Shah [2019] showed the following characterization
of envy-freeable allocations:
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Theorem 6.2 (Halpern and Shah [2019]). The following statements are equivalent:

(i) The allocation O is envy-freeable.

(ii) The allocation O maximizes utilitarian welfare among all reassignments of the bundles, i.e., for every
permutation σ of the agents, ∑

n
i=1 ui(Oi) ≥ ∑

n
i=1 ui(Oσ(i)).

(iii) The envy graph GO contains no positive-weight directed cycle.13

An immediate consequence of Theorem 6.2 is that any allocation can be made envy-freeable
by reassigning the bundles. Furthermore, Halpern and Shah [2019] showed that for a fixed envy-
freeable allocation O, setting pi = ℓGO

(i) not only makes (O, p) envy-free but also minimizes
the total subsidy required for doing so. Here, ℓGO

(i) denotes the maximum weight of any path
starting from node i in GO.

Considering budgetary limitations of the mechanism designer, it is natural to study how much
subsidy payment is required to guarantee envy-freeness. Halpern and Shah [2019] conjectured
that under additive valuations, subsidy of n − 1 always suffices.14 Brustle et al. [2020] affirma-
tively settled this conjecture, where they showed an even stronger result:

Theorem 6.3 (Brustle et al. [2020]). For additive utilities, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm which
outputs an envy-free allocation with subsidy (O, p) such that:

(i) Subsidy to each agent is at most one, i.e., pi ≤ 1.

(ii) Allocation O is EF1 and balanced (i.e., ||Oi| − |Oj|| ≤ 1 for any i, j ∈ N).

Observe that Theorem 6.3 implies the conjecture of Halpern and Shah. This is because if a sub-
sidy payment eliminates envy, then these payments can be uniformly lowered while maintaining
envy-freeness. Hence, there is at least one agent who gets zero subsidy, which makes the total
subsidy at most n − 1. Furthermore, the bound of n − 1 on the subsidy required to guarantee the
existence of envy-free allocations is tight. To see this, consider an instance with a single good and
n agents who all value the good at 1. For this instance, any envy-free allocation with subsidy must
have a total subsidy of at least n − 1.

The subsidy needed to guarantee envy-freeness is much less understood for valuation classes
that are beyond additive. Brustle et al. [2020] showed that for monotone valuations, a total sub-
sidy of 2(n − 1)2 suffices to guarantee envy-free allocations. Subsequently, Kawase et al. [2024a]

improved this bound to n2−n−1
2 .15 As there are no lower bounds known beyond the aforemen-

tioned n − 1 bound, this leads to a natural question.

Open Question 9. For monotonic utilities, does there exist an envy-free allocation whose total
subsidy is O(n2−ǫ) for some ǫ > 0?

There has been progress made towards the above problem in restricted domains. Goko et al.
[2024] showed that when the valuation functions are submodular functions with binary marginals
(i.e., matroid-rank valuations), a total subsidy of n − 1 suffices. Their mechanism additionally sat-
isfies truthfulness. In a subsequent work, Barman et al. [2022] showed that for general set valua-
tions with binary marginals total subsidy payment of n − 1 suffices.

13In [Halpern and Shah, 2019], given an allocation O, its envy graph GO is the complete weighted directed graph in
which for each pair of agents i, j ∈ N, directed edge (i, j) has weight w(i, j) = ui(Oj)− ui(Oi).

14Each good is worth at most 1 for every agent. This is achieved without loss of generality through a scaling argu-
ment. Without scaling, the bound becomes (n − 1)× maxi∈N,g∈O ui(g).

15Kawase et al. [2024a]’s result works for doubly-monotonic utilities.
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A natural and closely related direction is to study the optimization problem of computing an
allocation using minimum total subsidy that achieves envy-freeness. This problem is NP-hard
since deciding whether an envy-free allocation exists for a given fair division instance is NP-hard.
The same argument shows that it is NP-hard to approximate the minimum subsidy to any multi-
plicative factor. As a result, existing works have focused on additive approximation algorithms.
Caragiannis and Ioannidis [2021] showed that for constant number of agents, an ε additive ap-
proximation algorithm can be computed in time polynomial in the number of goods and 1/ε.
Furthermore, they showed that when the number of agents is part of the input, the problem is
hard to approximate to within an additive factor of c ∑i∈N ui(O) for some small constant c.

Subsidy payments can also be studied for fairness notions other than envy-freeness. In a recent
work, Wu et al. [2023] initiated the study of the minimum subsidy needed to guarantee the exis-
tence of a proportional allocation.16 They showed that a total subsidy of n/4 suffices proportional-
ity, in contrast to the n− 1 subsidy needed for envy-freeness. In a subsequent work, Wu and Zhou
[2024] strengthened the subsidy bounds needed to guarantee the existence of a weighted propor-
tional allocation. It should be noted that there are multiple ways of defining share-based notions
of fairness in the presence of subsidy, and they differ from each other in subtle ways. Wu et al.

[2023] defined proportionality as ui(Oi) + pi ≥
ui(O)

n for each agent i ∈ N. Here, the total subsidy
is not included in the proportional share of an agent. Another possible way is to consider both
the divisible good (total subsidy) and the indivisible good in the definition of proportional share,
under which proportionality is defined as ui(Oi) + pi ≥

1
n (ui(O) + ∑j∈N pj) for each agent i ∈ N.

In the latter definition of proportionality, it can be seen that subsidy of n − 1 is needed to guaran-
tee the existence. Exploring other fairness notions (e.g., MMS and AnyPrice share [Babaioff et al.,
2021]) using subsidy payments is an intriguing direction for future research.

For a mechanism to utilize subsidy payments, it is necessary for the mechanism to possess suf-
ficient funds to disburse such subsidies. In many settings, however, the mechanism may not have
access to adequate funds, making it difficult to implement. Such an issue can be circumvented if
we allow for negative payments and additionally require ∑i∈N pi = 0. These types of payments
are referred to as transfer payments. It can be seen that subsidy payments and transfer payments
are interchangeable since whenever there is an envy-free allocation with subsidies, subtracting
the average subsidy from each agent’s individual payment results in payments that sum to zero
and remains envy-free. Narayan et al. [2021] studied whether transfer payments can be used to
achieve both fairness and efficiency.17 They showed that, for general monotone valuations, there

exists an envy-free allocation with transfer payments whose Nash social welfare is at least e−
1
e -

fraction of the optimal Nash social welfare. As for utilitarian social welfare, they give algorithms
to compute an envy-free allocation with transfers that achieves a prescribed target welfare with a
near-optimal bound on the amount of total transfer payments ∑i∈N |pi| needed. In a related work,
Aziz [2021] showed that transfer payments can be used to give an allocation that is both envy-
free and equitable provided that the valuation function is supermodular. He also studied various
axiomatic properties of allocations that can be made both envy-free and equitable.

As seen from this section, by introducing a small amount of subsidy (or transfer) payments,
one can achieve stronger fairness guarantees that are not possible otherwise in the indivisible
items setting. It is an interesting avenue of research to explore different settings for which sub-
sidy payments can be helpful. For instance, we may consider the indivisible items setting with

16Wu et al. [2023]’s work mainly focused on chores; however, they also show that their subsidy bounds also hold for
goods as well.

17Transfer payments are better suited for studying welfare notions because they do not alter the social welfare of an
allocation.
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externalities, where the value that an agent has for an allocation depends not only on their own
bundle but also on the bundles allocated to everyone else. Can subsidy payments be used to find
fair allocations for problems with externalities?

7 Conclusion

In this survey, we have discussed several mixed fair division settings that generalize classical
models in different ways, capture various realistic aspects of real-world scenarios, require non-
trivial examinations of appropriate and attracting fairness concepts, and open up opportunities
for a number of intriguing technical questions. As we have seen in Sections 5 and 6, divisible
resources to some extent help achieve stronger fairness properties. In a similar vein, Sections 4
and 5 demonstrate that approximate fairness can still be achieved with mixed types of resources.
However, simultaneously achieving approximate envy-freeness and PO is a challenging problem
in both mixed fair division settings, in contrast to, e.g., the classic setting with indivisible goods.

In addition to open questions outlined already, we present some other interesting directions
below. One direction is to allow practical allocation constraints; we refer interested readers to
the recent survey of Suksompong [2021]. Going beyond the context of dividing resources among
agents, the idea of combining mixed types of resources has been investigated in a collective choice
context [Lu et al., 2024], where all agents share a selected subset of the resources. Extending the
idea further to more general settings of allocating public resources [see, e.g., Aziz and Shah, 2021;
Rey and Maly, 2023, on participatory budgeting], or even to public decision making [Conitzer et al.,
2017; Skowron and Górecki, 2022] is an interesting and practical direction.
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